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EQUITY MARKETS DIP 
Equity markets were marginally down over the quarter as a late September 
drawdown erased prior gains and brought an end to a seven-month winning 
streak for global equities. Positive momentum carried forward into the third 
quarter as markets were supported by an accelerating global vaccination 
rollout, strong quarter two earnings reports and ongoing dovish central bank 
policies. However, concerns over the global growth outlook on the back of 
peaking growth momentum, higher than expected inflation prints as well as 
a resurgence in delta driven Covid-19 cases began to introduce volatility into 
markets through July. While equity markets continued to push higher despite 
intermittent corrections, it was the end September drawdown which left the 
biggest mark on global equities and pushed the return for the quarter marginally 
into negative territory. This came as a culmination of multiple factors including 
increased concerns over global growth, the potential contagion from corporate 
failures in China, lingering global supply constraints, a slightly more hawkish 
US Fed, surging gas prices, power cuts in China and political uncertainty in the 
US swayed sentiment and led to an equity market correction just as the quarter 
came to a close.
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CHART OF THE MONTH
Emerging Market Equities

China fears 
Negative news flow from China appeared unending through 
the quarter. News of the drag of the delta variant gave way to 
regulatory crackdowns, negative policy decisions, and then fears 
of contagion from a large corporate default within the Chinese 
property sector. The negative news flow began in earnest with a 
regulatory crackdown on the private education sector in July in 
a move designed to turn private tutoring companies into non-
profit organisations. This caused disquiet among investors, who 
started to question whether similar actions could be applied to 
other sectors under President Xi’s “common prosperity” agenda. 
Then followed increased regulations on the technology sector 
with new privacy laws and a restriction on children’s computer 
gaming. Towards the end of the quarter, markets had to deal 
with fears over possible contagion from the expected collapse of 
Evergrande, a large player in the Chinese property market with 
liabilities in excess of $300bn.

Inflation concerns 
Fears over a possible sustained rise in inflation due to the 
unprecedented levels of policy stimulus, strong growth and 
spikes in global inflation readings have increased pressure on 
policy makers in recent months. Persisting supply bottlenecks 
against a backdrop of rising demand and labour shortages are 
putting upward pressure on inflation readings. In August headline 

inflation hit 5.3% y/y in the US and 3.4% y/y in the eurozone with 
further upside expected particularly in the eurozone. In Europe 
surging gas prices year to date but particularly since August 
have added to the global supply constraints associated with the 
reopening of economies which have been limiting production 
activities in recent months. European gas prices have risen 4/5x in 
2021 due to stronger demand and lower than normal supplies. 

Tapering surprise 
Having remained relatively dovish at previous meetings, the Fed 
surprised investors in September when it indicated tapering of 
asset purchases will probably begin in November with purchases 
ending by the middle of 2022, which is earlier than expected. 
This followed confirmation at the bank’s August Jackson Hole 
Symposium that substantial further progress towards its inflation 
goal had been made with the recovery in the labour market 
ongoing. The Fed also guided towards earlier rate hikes, with a 
first rate rise possible in 2022 and guidance for a total of seven by 
the end of 2024, also modestly higher than investors had been 
forecasting. Chair Powell however did indicate that the hurdle for 
rate rises was much higher than for tapering of asset purchases 
and is dependent on conditions in the labour market being 
consistent with full employment which is still some time away.
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Equities
Over the quarter, the MSCI AC World equity benchmark fell 
-0.3% (+1.4% in €). The US rose 0.4% (2.7% in €) as a strong 
Q2 earnings season and planned infrastructure spending 
offset more hawkish Fed rhetoric at its September meeting. 
Europe gained 0.2% (0.5% in €) as vaccine delivery and growth 
remained strong. Japan outperformed, rising 5.3% (7.1% 
in €) on expectations of increased fiscal stimulus post the 
election of a new Prime Minister through the LDP leadership 
change. EM equities underperformed, falling -6.6% (-5.8% in €) 
impacted by a regulatory crackdown in China as well as fears 
over contagion risk from a default by a large Chinese property 
developer, Evergrande. 

Bonds
Global bond markets were marginally down over the quarter. 
US 10-year yields rose from 1.47% to 1.49% on hawkish Fed 
commentary and inflation fears. UK 10-year yields increased 
30 bps to 1.02% pulled higher by more hawkish Bank of 
England commentary. Japanese 10-year yields rose to 0.07% 
pulled higher by US Treasuries and strength in the broader 
Topix index, which hit its highest level in more than three 
decades in September on hopes of swift economic recovery 
from the pandemic fallout.    

The ICE BofA Merrill Lynch Eurozone > 5-year sovereign 
bond benchmark was flat over the quarter with the German 
10 year yield rising 1bp to -0.20%. While the headline move 
points to little activity in fixed income markets through the 
quarter, the opposite was in fact true. In July we saw a rally 
in government bonds as yields sold off on the back of growth 
concerns and dovish guidance on interest rates from the 
ECB, as it suggested rates will not be raised for several years. 
This rally reversed through the remaining two months of 
the quarter as the sell-off in yields seen in July looked to be 
overdone as growth remained robust and inflation surprised 

to the upside. The closing weeks of the quarter saw large upward 
moves in bond yields as inflation fears due to supply chain 
challenges and rising energy prices as well as hawkish central 
bank rhetoric led to a sell-off in fixed income markets.

European investment grade corporate bonds rose 0.1% 
with global high yield credit rising 0.2%. While yields in both 
investment grade and high yield corporates whipsawed over the 
quarter driven by underlying moves in government bond yields, 
credit spreads typically remained range bound despite growth 
concerns and recent risk off sentiment.

Currencies and commodities 
The Euro fell to 1.1571 against the US dollar which benefited from 
the slightly more hawkish Fed, higher US yields and the more ‘risk 
off’ investment environment.

Commodities rose 5.2% despite deteriorating economic 
sentiment as energy prices moved higher. European gas prices 
have risen 4/5x in 2021 due to stronger demand and lower than 
normal supplies. China demand is strong and recovering from 
August fears surrounding the delta variant and markets are 
pricing in a cooler winter.  Oil prices rose at a slower pace than in 
previous quarters with West Texas Intermediate increasing 2.1% 
as increased demand for oil reversed course in July on fears that 
the spread of the delta variant could slow the demand recovery 
just as more supply hit the market. OPEC+ agreed to continue 
a policy of phasing out record production reductions by adding 
400,000 bpd each month from September while supply shortages 
resurfaced in the US on the back of Hurricane Ida. Oil rallied on 
the back of supply shortages in gas and coal while fading hopes 
of an agreement on the US/Iran nuclear deal prior to year-end 
also boosted prices. Metal and agricultural prices were generally 
lower due to rising growth concerns. Gold fell -0.8% as a strong 
US dollar, higher US Treasuries and strong hints of Fed tapering 
weighed on prices.

MARKET  
ROUND-UP
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Equity Markets (EUR) QTD Return 
(%)

YTD Return 
(%)

2020 Return 
(%)

MSCI Ireland 2.37 14.19 5.97

MSCI United Kingdom 2.03 18.47 -17.83

MSCI Europe ex UK 0.49 16.32 2.43

MSCI North America 2.61 21.91 10.64

MSCI Japan 7.13 12.14 5.42

MSCI EM (Emerging Markets) -5.83 4.52 8.89

MSCI AC World 1.35 17.70 7.18

10-Year Yields Yield Last 
Month (%)

2020 Yield 
(%)

2019 Yield 
(%)

US 1.49 0.91 1.92

Germany -0.20 -0.57 -0.19

UK 1.02 0.20 0.82

Japan 0.07 0.02 -0.02

Ireland 0.18 -0.30 0.11

Italy 0.86 0.54 1.41

Greece 0.88 0.63 1.43

Portugal 0.36 0.03 0.43

Spain 0.46 0.05 0.46

FX Rates Current 2020 Rates 2019 Rates 

U.S. Dollar per Euro 1.16 1.22 1.12

British Pounds per Euro 0.86 0.90 0.85

U.S. Dollar per British Pounds 1.35 1.37 1.33

Commodities (USD) QTD Return 
(%)

YTD Return 
(%)

2020 Return 
(%)

Oil (WTI) 2.12 54.64 -20.54

Gold (Oz) -0.79 -7.18 24.40

S&P Goldman Sachs 
Commodity Index 5.22 38.27 -23.72

Source: ILIM, Bloomberg. Data is accurate as at 1 October 2021

Source: MSCI. The MSCI information may only be used for your 
internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form 
and may not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial 
instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is 
intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to 
make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and 
may not be relied upon as such. Historical data and analysis should 
not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, 
forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as 
is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of 
any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and 
each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing 
or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) 
expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, 
any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, 
non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular 
purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of 
the foregoing, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any liability 
for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential 
(including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages. 
(www.msci.com)

MARKET  
SNAPSHOT

Market returns (EUR)
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THE MONTH AHEAD

8 October Germany’s balance of trade (August), US 
Non Farm Payrolls (September)

13 October UK’s balance of trade (August), US 
inflation rate (September)

15 October US retail sales (September) 

Source: ILIM, Trading Economics. Data is accurate as at 30 September 2021

Events to watch

The outlook for equity markets over the next twelve months 
is dependent on several factors including central bank policy, 
growth, inflation (both expected and realised) and the evolution 
of the Covid-19 pandemic. While equity markets are expensive 
in absolute terms, they still remain attractive in relative terms 
given the low yields available on assets such as bonds and cash. 
The current low level of bond yields, even allowing for the rise 
since the end of last year, justifies higher than average valuations 
in equities. We believe global equities can trade on a 12-month 
forward P/E multiple of 18/19x one year from now. With strong 
economic and earnings growth forecast over the next two years, 
upside of around double digits in global equities is expected over 
the next twelve months. 

THE ILIM VIEW  
– LOOKING AHEAD

11-17 October Global – IMF annual meetings 

22 October Japan – general election 

26-28 October Global – ASEAN Summit in Brunei 

28 October Euro area – EBC meeting

30-31 October Global – G20 summit in Italy 

Economic data releases

As the global economy moves from the early to mid-cycle stage, 
we expect equity returns to remain positive even as the pace of 
gains slows. The growth/policy mix should remain supportive, 
even as the level of stimulus is reduced in 2022, as authorities 
are determined to ensure the recovery is complete and self-
sustaining.

In the short term, equities could be vulnerable to some further 
modest downside given the risks outlined above. However, we 
believe these will eventually be overcome. Longer term potential 
risks to the equity outlook include unexpected central bank 
policy tightening, significant rises in bond yields, which would 
diminish the relative valuation case for equities, or a resurgence 
in Covid 19 cases with vaccines proving to be ineffective in 
treating new variants. The probability of these occurring is 
viewed as being low. Given elevated absolute valuations and the 
array of short term risks facing markets, volatility is expected to 
remain a feature.



This is intended as a general review of investment market conditions. It does not constitute investment advice 
and has not been prepared based on the financial needs or objectives of any particular person, and does not take 
account of the specific needs or circumstances of any person.

The author cannot make a personal recommendation for any person and you should seek personal investment 
advice as to the suitability of any investment decision or strategy to your own needs and circumstances. Any 
comments on specific stocks are intended as an objective, independent view in relation to that stock generally, 
and not in relation to its suitability to any specific person.

ILIM may manage investment funds which may have holdings in stocks commented on in this document. Past 
performance may not be a reliable guide to future performance. Investments may go down as well as up. Funds 
may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates. Irish Life Investment Managers Limited is regulated by 
the Central Bank of Ireland.

Figures referenced herein have been sourced from ILIM and Bloomberg. Forecast figures have been prepared by 
ILIM based on reasonable assumptions, internal data and data sourced from Bloomberg.

Contact us

Phone  (01) 704 1200  
Fax    01 704 1918 
Website  www.ilim.com 
Write to  Irish Life Investment Managers, Beresford Court, Beresford Place, Dublin 1

Irish Life Investment Managers is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Irish Life Investment Managers 
Limited is registered as an Investment Adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Irish 
Life Investment Managers Limited holds an International Adviser Exemption in Manitoba and Ontario pursuant to 
NI 31-103. This material is for information only and does not constitute an offer or recommendation to buy or sell 
any investment and has not been prepared based on the financial needs or objectives of any particular person. It 
is intended for the use of institutional and other professional investors.


